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Beckett’s Bookshelf
A brief comparison between the work of Samuel Beckett and Ludwig Wittgenstein.
“Given the existence as uttered forth in the public works of Puncher and Wattman of
a personal God quaquaquaqua with white beard quaquaquaqua outside time without
extension who from the heights di-vine apathia divine athabia divine aphasia loves
us dearly with some ex-ceptions for reasons unknown but time will tell…” 1
These lines open a three and a half page monologue by the slave, Lucky, in
Beckett’s Waiting For Godot, which seems both exhaustedly profound and
pompously absurd. Afterwards, Lucky heavily collapses face down on the ground as
if spent from carrying the weight of these thoughts, rope still tethered around his
neck. What is happening here? In fact, what is happening in most of Beckett’s work?
Perhaps it is comforting to know that since January 5, 1953, when Waiting for Godot
premiered at the Theatre de Babylone, Paris, the intended absurdity of much of
Beckett’s work continues to create aesthetic feelings of confusion, angst, monotony
and exhaustion mixed with eeting moments of joy and tragic humour with audiences
around the world. The more familiar I become with the richness and complexity of
Beckett’s work the more I realise how completely unquali ed I am to analyse and
compare this mysterious legacy with other artworks without delving deeper into
underlying ideas that motivated Beckett.
For example, looking at Gerard Byrne’s contemporary video work Points of View in
Waiting For Godot, Beckett’s stage directions for the play are simply described by
being read aloud. This can be seen as a continuation by Byrne of Beckett’s interest
in portraying the messy surface of things as they are, as Beckett said; - the “straw,
otsam, etc., names, dates, births, deaths, because that is all I can know.”2 While
Beckett’s in uence on Byrne’s work is interesting in itself, the question of why
Beckett was interested in knowing only the surface of things still remains.
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By beginning with this question and with feelings of doubt, I take my lead from
Beckett to “then doubt certain.”3 I also take consolation that “Only he who has
learned something can begin to doubt.”4
Of all the mediums available, (sound, moving image, etc.), the medium of language
allows us to delve deeper into Beckett, who said “words are all we have.” 5 If
philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein is right in saying that “philosophy and literary style
are not separate as the form mirrors the content,” 6 then from this perspective,
understanding Beckett’s enigmatic use of language as being the surface of things
could help us to understand his Absurdist style.
Before focusing on Beckett’s use of language l will rst brie y look at perhaps a more
obvious connection between Beckett’s writing and French Philosopher Albert Camus.
Like Beckett, Camus was in Paris when it was invaded by Nazi Germany and
became a member of the French Resistance. During this time, the French-Algerian
born philosopher wrote one of his major works, The Myth of Sisyphus in 1942. 7 Both
Beckett and Camus frequented the literary bar called the Pont Royal Hotel, and
Camus is af liated with Absurdism that in uenced Beckett’s theatre.
According to Camus, ultimately there is no meaning to the universe. Faced by this
cosmic banality, Camus says that in order to nd meaning people have one of seven
reactions that he examines over four chapters in The Myth of Sisyphus. Interestingly,
these seven reactions can be found in Waiting For Godot:
1. Suicide. (Estragon: "What about hanging ourselves.”)
2. Distraction. (Such as the changing of boots, talking of sex, food and drink).
3. Denial. (Religious beliefs referenced by Vladimir|).
4. Be an actor. (All characters ful l this roll and also dramatically perform ‘roles’ to
one another).
5. Be another kind of artist. (Vladimir sings a song about a dog).
6. Be political. (Pozzo enjoys a form of brutal political power over his slave, Lucky).
7. Acceptance. (Lucky, who when offered comfort or rest from his tasks resigns
himself to his slavery, accepting his fate like Sisyphus who accepts his pointless
task of endlessly rolling the stone up the mountain).
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The Myth of Sisyphus may be helpful in this particular case of interpreting possible
hidden meaning and symbolism in Waiting for Godot. However, while the connection
between the work of Camus and Beckett is widely published, this possible
interpretation and reductive search for meaning and “explanation simply substitutes
one symbol for another.” 8 Also, what if the work is intended to be absurd? Where do
we go from here? This still leads us no further in understanding Beckett’s
confounding use of language
‘Absurd’ in Greek is paralogo, - meaning what is next to thought, logos - logic or
linguistic expression. Paralogo and logos are connected, meaning the absurd or
nonsensical is not outside logic entirely, but in close proximity to it.9 Beckett uses the
theatre of the absurd to demonstrate the limitations of language and its associated
meaning, such as ‘waiting’ in Waiting for Godot. By exploring parallels between
Beckett and the work of Wittgenstein through their mutual obsession with language
and other themes such as expectation, rule following and isolation these connections
could shed light on Beckett’s use of language and these important themes
According to Andre Furlani, “Beckett’s library was most populated by the writing of
Ludwig Wittgenstein,”10 whose rst major publication Tractatus Logicos
Philosophicus, was published in 1921. This series of seven dense statements
comprises a sub-series of empirical assertive statements as demonstrations, not
arguments, that can perhaps be considered as performative philosophy. This
culminates with the nal statement “Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be
silent.” 11 As an observational philosopher, Wittgenstein’s defactoism historically
describes that “In philosophy there are no deductions: it is purely descriptive.,” 12
which undermines most of western philosophy. Echoing this view, in a radio interview
with Tom Driver in 1961 Beckett says “One can only speak of what is in-front of one’s
eyes, and that now is simply the mess.” Here we are approaching the descriptive
surface of language, but why is this important?
InTractatus, Wittgenstein attempts to connect language with the world through a
series of propositions and facts, introducing the idea of ‘language games’ as forms of
use to explore the ambiguity of language’s meaning in relation to context and rules.
Believing that we “cannot get beyond language by means of language,” 13
Wittgenstein and Beckett share a “mistrust of grammar as the rst condition of
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philosophy.” 14 Wittgenstein believed that we communicate to one another through
imagery, and that we use language to transfer this imagery. This presents the
problem of having to use language and metaphor to explore itself. Seeing this
paradox, Wittgenstein likened the language of Tractatus to a ladder that must be
thrown away once we have climbed it. Analogies to this may be found in Beckett’s
1956 novel Watt - “Do not come down the ladder, Ifor, I haf taken it away,” and also
with the ladder featuring often in Endgame. It seems that Beckett and Wittgenstein
share this paradoxical view of language, the limitations of which which Beckett
explores as the basis for much of his dramaturgy.
Although Wittgenstein considered that his Tractatus had nished philosophy, retiring
from the subject for a number of years, he returned to re-write his ideas with his
second major work Philosophical Investigations. Sadly, this was published
posthumously in 1953, the same year as Waiting For Godot made its rst
appearance. Investigations was based on several years of writing and lecturing at
Cambridge University. Here, Wittgenstein rejects his earlier work as dogmatic, to
develop the idea of language games with rules for the way we habitually use
language which he called ‘forms of life’. This allowed him freedom to explore the idea
of ‘family resemblances’ where things only need to share overlapping surface
properties without any underlying essence.
For example, in Wittgenstein’s Blue and Brown books he sketches a scenario of
‘waiting’ as a drama of family likenesses. “When someone promises from one day to
the next ‘I’ll visit you tomorrow,’ is he saying the same thing every day or every day
something different?”15 With Godot sending daily word to expect him tomorrow,
Beckett shows there is no single feature in common to all states of waiting, though
there are many common features overlapping. The subject matter of Waiting for
Godot can only describe what is done while waiting for Godot.
Vladimir. What do we do now?
Estragon. Wait.
Vladimir. Yes, but while waiting
Estragon. What about Hanging ourselves? 16
The nominalism of Wittgenstein says that there are no universals, nothing except
general names. According to Fogelin, Beckett shares what he calls Wittgenstein’s
defactoism that was “a fundamental challenge to the legitimacy of the philosophical
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enterprise as it is commonly pursued.”17 While this challenge perhaps offers another
interesting interpretation of Lucky’s speech as a parody of religion and philosophy,
-Beckett’s challenge to our accepted daily habitual use and the descriptive surface of
language, or ‘forms of life’ that Wittgenstein describes, helps to understand his
fascination in focusing on language, and in using absurdity to push these rules to
their limits.
With themes of waiting and expectation explored in Waiting for Godot, rule following
is another important theme in the exploration of language by Beckett and
Wittgenstein, and can even be seen as a synecdoche for Beckett’s theatre, such as
in Engame for example. Living under Ham’s dictatorship, Clov deals with oppressive
rules on many levels. When Ham repeats the phrase “We’re getting on” at various
times to himself, it becomes ambiguous, breaking the rules of the language game of
‘healing relationships’ to mean the opposite, or possibly even the passing of time.
The rules of language, (and breaking them), is important to Beckett, and has parity
with Wittgenstein’s examination that no truly private realm of meaning should exist;
In Philophische Untersuchunga, Wittgenstein explains that rule following is a practice
or habit, not an interpretation. He also says that interpretation is not ubiquitous but
remedial, and is sometimes not always welcome! To understand a sentence means
to understand a language, and to understand a language means to command a
technique or common practice. In other words, speech is public. Language does not
simply make company possible, it makes company, and means a truly private
language cannot exist.
Exploring this idea and also the theme of isolation, Beckett’s Not I unmasks the
notion that ‘I’ as a concept is not an isolated essence, abstracted from life. In
describing ‘I’ without using the word ‘I’ in this iconic and absurd monologue, Beckett
demonstrates Wittgenstein’s ideas of language as a ‘form of life’, where an individual
is always part of society. Even as a disembodied mouth and a pair of lips.
Beckett preferred to describe his plays by using stage directions instead of
explaining his “enigmatically obvious plays.”18 In his note book for Endspiel, he
wrote; “Ohne Metaphysic” - without metaphysics, “It’s just a play.”19 His theatre
notebooks re ect embodiment not metaphysical descriptions, re ected by Gerard
Byrne’s Points of View in Waiting For Godot. Parallel to this and also likely sitting on
Beckett’s bookshelf, Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations provides a
philosophical antithesis to the hermeneutical excesses of the times. By using
language both as a medium and a subject, Beckett explores not a lack of meaning,
but the inability to express things meaningfully. The crisis between subject and
language identi ed by Wittgenstein is almost symbiotically presented through a
parallel perspective in Beckett’s Absurdist theatre. For theorist Ihab Hassan, this
‘indeterminance’ de ned postmodernism in his books and essays as early as 1967
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